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Abstract
We consider the problem of estimating counterfactual quantities when
prior knowledge is available in the form of disjunctive statements. These in-
clude disjunction of conditions (e.g., “the patient is more than 60 years of
age”) as well as disjuction of antecedants (e.g., “had the patient taken either
drug A or drug B”). Focusing on linear structural equation models (SEM)
and imperfect control plans, we extend the counterfactual framework of Balke
and Pearl (1995) , Chen and Pearl (2015), and Pearl (2009, pp. 389-391) from
unconditional to conditional plans, from a univariate treatment to a set of treat-
ments, and from point type knowledge to disjunctive knowledge. Finally, we
provide improved matrix representations of the resulting counterfactual pa-
rameters, and improved computational methods of their evaluation.
Keywords: (causal) path diagram; disjunctive control plan; non-recursive structural
equation model; stochastic control plan; total effect.
1 Introduction
Counterfactual reasoning, which is widely used in practical science, has played an
important role in treatment estimation, lawsuit compensation for hazardous expo-
sure, and planning and policy analysis. For example, the counterfactual statement
“if I had taken aspirin, my headache would have been gone by now” implies that,
in the real world, because I did not take aspirin, I still have a headache. In addition,
this statement implicitly compares two outcomes: the actual outcome that I still
have a headache because I did not take aspirin, and the counterfactual one that my
headache would have gone if I had taken aspirin. This comparison of the actual
and counterfactual outcomes enables us to evaluate the treatment effect of aspirin
intake on headache recovery. This type of counterfactual reasoning is often gener-
alized to the problem of evaluating the (unconditional) counterfactual query “how
would response variable Y change, had treatment X been x (counterfactually)?”.
This has been discussed widely in the literature on causal inference (Imbens and
Rubin, 2015; Morgan and Winship, 2007; Pearl, 2009; Rubin, 2006).
In this paper, we generalize problems of unconditional counterfactual queries
and consider the evaluation of the conditional counterfactual query “how would re-
sponse variableY change, if the set of treatments X were controlled by the values of
other variables (counterfactually), given that we knowH (actually)?”, where propo-
sition H denotes the knowledge derived in the real world, which we make explicit
to facilitate the analysis. The importance of conditional counterfactual reasoning in
practical science is worth emphasizing. For example, in the field of quality control,
for defective products whose characteristic values fall outside the control limits, we
often wish to know how the quality characteristics of the defective products would
change if a certain quality improvement plan were carried out, before actually car-
rying it out (Kuroki, 2012). In social science, Chen and Pearl (2014) considered
the situation where they wish to estimate the effect on test scores of a school policy
that requires students who are lazy in doing their homework to attend the after-
school program. Such counterfactual reasoning emphasizes an understanding of
the generic laws in practical science and shapes future decision making more than
unconditional counterfactual reasoning.
Conditional counterfactual reasoning has been studied in the context of
“probabilities of causation” by many researchers in medical science (Greenland
and Robins, 1988; Robins, 2004; Robins and Greenland, 1989ab), artificial intel-
ligence (Pearl, 1999; Tian and Pearl, 2000ab), social science (Dawid et al., 2014;
Yamamoto, 2012), risk analysis (Cai and Kuroki, 2005), and statistics (Kuroki and
Cai, 2011). Based on a wider context than “probabilities of causation”, Balke and
Pearl (1994ab, 1995) presented a formal notation, semantics, and three-step compu-
tational algorithm including an Abduction step, Action step, and Prediction step, to
evaluate counterfactual queries, and provided computational methods for the coun-
terfactual distribution. However, to the best of our knowledge, since Balke and
Pearl’s (1995) study, there has been little discussion of conditional counterfactual
queries based on linear structural equation models (SEMs) . Balke and Pearl (1995)
formulated counterfactual quantities based on the distributional characteristics of
random disturbances, and required SEM researchers and practitioners to understand
the computational algorithm to evaluate the counterfactual quantities under the as-
sumption of Gaussian random disturbances. Thus, it would be difficult for SEM
researchers and practitioners to apply their results to empirical studies.
Based on this background, we consider the problem of clarifying how the
mean vector and covariance matrix would change if a set of treatments X were con-
trolled by the values of covariates, intermediate variables, and/or a response vari-
able (counterfactually), when prior knowledge is available in the form of disjunctive
knowledge of certain variables (actually). These include disjunction of conditions
(e.g., “the patient is more than 60 years of age”). In practical science, there are
many situations where we need to focus on distributional characteristics if the con-
ditional plan of X that is, the counterfactual antecedent “if X were controlled by
the values of other variables” were carried out (Kuroki, 2012; Murphy, 2003; Pearl,
2009). However, most of the results of previous studies have focused on an uncon-
ditional plan given by the counterfactual antecedent “if X was a specific constant
vector x”. To achieve our aim, under linear structural equation models (SEM) and
the imperfect control plans, we extend the counterfactual framework provided by
Balke and Pearl (1995), Chen and Pearl (2014), and Pearl (2009, pp. 389-391),
from unconditional to a conditional plans, from a univariate treatment to a set of
treatments, and from point type knowledge to disjunctive knowledge. Here, the
imperfect control plan, which represents that X is controlled by the values of other
variables with errors, may be considered as another type of disjunctive plans dis-
cussed by Pearl (2017) such as disjuction of antecedants (e.g., “had the patient
taken either drug A or drug B”). Moreover, we formulate the mean vector and
covariance matrix if the imperfect control plan of X is carried out (counterfactu-
ally), given that prior knowledge is available in the form of disjunctive knowledge
of some variables (actually). Different from the work by Balke and Pearl (1995),
this paper provides an explicit expression of the mean vector and covariance matrix
of the counterfactual distribution without the assumption of Gaussian random dis-
turbances. Moreover, these can be evaluated without executing the computational
algorithms developed by Balke and Pearl (1994ab, 1995). Compared with Balke
and Pearl’s computational algorithm, such explicit expressions enable us to clarify
their properties making it easy for SEM researchers and practitioners to apply their
results to empirical studies. Additionally, in contrast to the work by Balke and Pearl
(1995), when we consider a perfect control plan, neither the mean vector nor the
covariance matrix of random disturbances appears in our formulations. Thus, our
results can help SEM researchers and practitioners not only reduce the computa-
tional effort of evaluating counterfactual quantities, but also understand the causal
mechanisms of how the distributional characteristics of the response variable would
change if some treatments were controlled in a given subpopulation.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Linear Structural Equation Model
A directed graph is a pair G = (V ,E), where V = {V1, · · · ,Vnv} is a finite set of
vertices and the set E of arrows is a subset of the set V×V of ordered pairs of
distinct vertices. nv represents the number of elements in V , with a similar notation
used for other numbers. Regarding the graph theoretic terminology used in this
paper, the reader should refer to textbooks covering graphical models (Edwards,
2000; Lauritzen, 1996; Whittaker, 2009) and graphical causal models (Pearl, 2009;
Spirtes et al., 2000).
When a directed graph G= (V ,E) is given with a set V of variables, graph
G is called a (causal) path diagram if each child-parent family in graph G represents
a linear SEM describing the data generating process:
Vi = µvi·pa(vi)+ ∑
V j∈pa(Vi)
αi jVj+ εi, i= 1, . . . ,nv, (1)
where pa(Vi) denotes the set of parents of Vi in G and an exogenous random distur-
bance εi is assumed to have mean 0 and variance σεiεi (i= 1, ...,nv). The covariance
between εi and ε j (i 6= j; i, j= 1, . . . ,nv), is denoted as σεiε j if it exists. Additionally,
both µvi·pa(vi) and αi j are constant values, and αi j( 6=0) is called a path coefficient
or the direct effect of Vj on Vi. It should be noted that the set V of variables can
contain both observed and unobserved variables, which are endogenous variables
in the sense that they are affected by random disturbances. In addition, if a directed
graph includes directed cycles, the corresponding SEM is said to be non-recursive;
otherwise, it is said to be recursive. Furthermore, parameters µvi·pa(vi), αi j, σεiεi ,
and σεiε j (i, j = 1, ...,nv; i 6= j) are assumed to be independent of the values of
V1, ...,Vnv,ε1, ...,εnv. Under such an assumption, the random disturbances do not
need to follow the Gaussian distribution. For a detailed discussion of linear SEMs,
refer, for example, to Bollen (1989), Jo¨reskog (1979), and Pearl (2009).
The total effect τviv j of Vj on Vi is defined as the sum of the products of the
path coefficients on the sequence of arrows along all directed paths from Vj to Vi.
In particular, the total effect of a set of variables X on another set of variables Y ,
denoted as τyx, is defined as the matrix whose (i, j) component is the sum of the
products of the path coefficients on the sequence of arrows along all directed paths
from Vj∈X to Vi∈Y , but not those passing through X\{Vj}.
2.2 Stability Condition
Letting Avv be the path coefficient matrix Avv = (αi j)1≤i, j≤nv in Equation (1), linear
SEM (1) can be rewritten as
V = µv·pa(v)+AvvV + εv, (2)
where εv = (ε1, · · · ,εnv)
′ and µv·pa(v) = (µv1·pa(v1), · · · ,µvnv ·pa(vnv))
′. Here, the trans-
posed vector/matrix is represented by the prime notation (′). If Inv,nv represents an
nv×nv identity matrix, with similar notation used for other identity matrices, there
are many representations equivalent to Equation (2). Letting A0vv = Inv,nv and sub-
stituting the right-hand side of Equation (2) for V on the right-hand side yields
V = µv·pa(v)+AvvV + εv = (Inv,nv +Avv)(µv·pa(v)+ εv)+A
2
vvV ,
which is true if Equation (2) is true. Performing this operation k times yields
V =
k−1
∑
i=0
Aivv(µv·pa(v)+ εv)+A
k
vvV .
If both Akvv and
k−1
∑
i=0
Aivv converge to their respective matrices, the linear SEM is said
to be stable (Bentler and Freeman, 1983). Here, matrix Avv is said to be convergent
(Ben-Israel and Greville, 1972) if the following equation holds:
lim
k→∞
Akvv = 0nv,nv,
where 0nv,nv is an nv×nv zero matrix. Similar notation is used for other zero matri-
ces. It is known that matrix Avv is convergent if and only if the maximum values of
the absolute values of all eigenvalues of matrix Avv are less than one (Bentler and
Freeman, 1983). In addition, Bentler and Freeman (1983) stated that
(Inv,nv−Avv)
−1 =
∞
∑
k=0
Akvv
is true if Avv is a convergent matrix.
Stability implies that the observed data were generated from the equilibrium
or steady state distribution of an underlying process. Under this situation, it is
possible to consider carrying out the control plan described in the next section,
because the mean vector and covariance matrix can be evaluated. Thus, this paper
assumes that cause–effect relationships can be described as linear SEMs under the
stability condition. Here, it is noted that a linear recursive SEM satisfies the stability
condition. That is, under the stability condition, we can provide a unified discussion
of the counterfactual quantities in linear recursive and non-recursive SEMs.
3 Counterfactual Analysis
3.1 Control Plan
Consider the (possibly non-recursive) data generating process depicted in Fig. 1.
Figure 1: Data generating process
In Fig. 1, X represents a set of treatments, which can be controlled by the
states of the covariates, intermediate variables, and/or response variable. U ∪F are
sets of variables, including the intermediate variables and a response variable of
interest, Y , which are affected by at least one element of X and may have an effect
on some elements of X . In addition,W and Z represent sets of covariates that cannot
be affected by X .
If nonexperimental data are available and the cause–effect relationships be-
tween variables can be described as a linear SEM, we consider carrying out the
control plan in which X is controlled by the values of the other variables, according
to the following linear function:
X = x+aF+bW + ε∗x = h(F,W ,ε
∗
x), (3)
where x is a constant vector and both a and b are constant matrices that can be
determined by an operator. If both a and b are zero matrices, the control plan is
called an unconditional plan; otherwise, it is called a conditional plan. In addition,
ε∗x is a random disturbance vector with mean vector 0nx,1 and covariance matrix
Σε∗x ε∗x for carrying out the control plan of X (Kuroki, 2012).
In this paper, letting Rh be a subset of the given values of H ⊂V , we assume
that ε∗x is independent of other random disturbances in the counterfactual world in
which control plan (3) would be carried out for the subpopulation satisfyingH ∈Rh.
Furthermore, both F and W are used to carry out the control plan of X (Kuroki,
2012; Kuroki and Miyakawa, 2003). Although some elements of U and Z may be
observed to evaluate the total effect of X on Y in many situations, they are not used
to carry out the control plan of X . If ε∗x does not exist in Equation (3), Equation (3) is
said to be perfect; otherwise, it is imperfect. An imperfect control plan implies that
some treatments could not be manipulated exactly owing to random disturbances
such as physical impossibility or performance cost. It is important to evaluate the
mean vector and covariance matrix when carrying out an imperfect control plan,
because we cannot always achieve a perfect control plan.
Based on the settings above, the aim of this paper is to investigate how the
mean vector and covariance matrix of S = F ∪U would change if control plan (3)
were carried out (counterfactually), given that we know H ∈ Rh in the real world,
i.e., the mean vector, E(S|do(X = h(F,W ,ε∗x)),H ∈ Rh), and the covariance ma-
trix, var(S|do(X = h(F,W ,ε∗x)),H ∈ Rh). Here, do(X = h(F,W ,ε
∗
x)) denotes that
the equations for X in Equation (2) are set to X = h(F,W ,ε∗x) through external
intervention (Pearl, 2009).
3.2 Total Effects
It would be worthwhile stating the relationship between the definitions of total effect
in linear SEMs and causal effect defined as E[Y |do(X = x)] in nonlinear ones.
Letting X be a univariate treatment, E[Y |do(X = x)] is interpreted as the ex-
pected value of Y when setting the equations for X in Equation (2) to X = x through
external intervention (Pearl, 2009). Mathematically, such an intervention is rep-
resented by removing the structural equation for X and replacing it with equality
X = x. Then, the relationships between X and its prior causes are deleted by this
intervention, and statistical dependence between X and Y is generated by the di-
rected paths from X to Y . In particular, in linear SEMs, such a dependence is
generated by the sum of the products of the path coefficients on the sequence of
arrows along all directed paths from X to Y , which is equivalent to the total effect
stated in Section 2.1. Here, when E[Y |do(X = x)] is differentiable relative to some
reference point x, in nonlinear SEMs, the average causal effect of X on Y around
X = x dE[Y |do(X = x)]/dx generally depends on the choice of reference point x. In
contrast, in linear SEMs, it is characterized by the total effect τyx of X on Y , which
does not depend on the choice of reference point x.
In the framework of structural causal models (Pearl, 2009), E[Y |do(X = x)]
and E(Yx) are also connected through external intervention, where Yx represents
the counterfactual sentence “Y would be y had X been x”. The key to interpreting
counterfactual sentences is to treat the subjunctive phrase “had X been x” as an
instruction to make a “minimal”modification to the current model, thereby ensuring
the antecedent condition X = x. This minimal modification amounts to removing
the structural equation for X and replacing it with equality X = x, which is the same
mathematical operation as discussed above. Thus, the expected value ofYx, E[Yx], is
given as E[Yx] =E[Y |do(X = x)]. If E[Yx] is differentiable relative to some reference
point x in linear SEMs, E[Yx] and τyx are connected via E[Y |do(X = x)]; dE[Yx]/dx
is also characterized by the total effect τyx of X on Y .
Here, “do” operation induces a sequential data generating process that the
intermediate variables and the response variable are observed as consequences of
the external intervention. Thus, when intermediate variables and/or the response
variable are included in H, “do” expression may be inappropriate but “the counter-
factuals”Yx would be better to be used for the problem setting whereH are observed
before the intervention (Pearl, 2009,pp.392-393). However, this paper uses “do”
expression to emphasize that such an intervention is represented by removing the
structural equation for X and replacing it with equality X = x in the counterfactual
world.
3.3 Procedure
Chen and Pearl (2014) pointed out that linear SEMs can be used to answer coun-
terfactual queries such as “given that we observe T = t for a given individual, what
would we expect the value of Y to be for that individual if X were x?”. In addition,
they presented a gentle introduction to the computational algorithm for counterfac-
tual queries given by Balke and Pearl (1995).
Considering Chen and Pearl’s observation, to formulate the mean vector
E(S|do(X = h(F,W ,ε∗x)),H ∈Rh), and covariance matrix var(S|do(X = h(F,W ,ε
∗
x)),
H ∈ Rh), we extend Balke and Pearl’s counterfactual framework from the case
where an unconditional plan is carried out with point type knowledge (i.e.,H = h) to
that where control plan (3) is carried out with disjunctive knowledge (i.e., H ∈ Rh).
The computational algorithm comprises the following three steps:
Step 1 (Abduction): Update the distribution of random disturbances pr(εv) using
the evidence H ∈ Rh, to obtain pr(εv|H ∈ Rh).
Step 2 (Action): Modify the original SEM (2) by replacing the structural equa-
tions for the variables in X by Equation (3).
Step 3 (Prediction): Use the updated probabilities of random disturbances in Step
1 together with the modified SEM in Step 2 to compute the mean vector and
covariance matrix of S.
(a) Setup (b) Abduction
(c) Action
Figure 2: Procedure for evaluating counterfactual quantities: Y© indicates that Y is
observed in the real world and is used to update the distribution of random distur-
bances. a is a coefficient of the control plan X = a×Y which is conducted in the
counterfactual world.
These three steps are explained by using probability propagation based on
the dual networks shown in Fig. 2(a): one representing the real world, and the other
the counterfactual world (Balke and Pearl, 1994ab, 1995). In the dual network, the
network structure of the real world is the same as that of the counterfactual one.
The dual network is constructed by connecting the real world to the counterfactual
world through random disturbances that are shared between both worlds. Then,
the graphical representation of Step 2 is given by deleting the arrows pointing to
X from the counterfactual world and adding arrows based on Equation (3) to the
counterfactual world, as shown in Fig. 2(c). It should be noted that the idea of a
dual network is not limited to linear functions, but applies whenever we are willing
to assume the functional form of structural equations. For details, refer to Balke
and Pearl (1994ab, 1995).
It should also be noted that Balke and Pearl (1994ab, 1995) assumed Gaus-
sian random disturbances to formulate the mean vector and covariance matrix of
counterfactual queries. On the contrary, Pearl (2009, pp. 389–391) formulated the
mean of counterfactual queries without the distributional assumption of random dis-
turbances. In fact, the assumption of Gaussian random disturbances is not necessary
to satisfy the condition that the parameters of Equation (1) are independent of the
values for V1, ...,Vnv,ε1, ...,εnv, because we do not use the “if and only if” relation-
ship between the statistical independence and the null correlation, and we do not
focus on the statistical inference problem of counterfactual queries. The assump-
tion of Gaussian random disturbances satisfies the condition, but the distributions
of random disturbances satisfying the requirement are not limited to the Gaussian
distribution; we can assume other distributions of random disturbances if necessary.
4 Formulation
4.1 Setup
According to the discussion in the previous section, we partition the setV of vertices
in path diagram G into the following three disjoint sets:
S=F∪U : a set of vertices that are descendants of at least one element in X (F∩U =
φ ). Here, F and U include the first n f components and the next nu components of
S, respectively. In addition, a response variable of interest, Y , is included in either
F orU .
X : a set of treatments.
T =W∪Z= V\(X∪S) : a set of nondescendants of X (W∩Z= φ ). Here, W and Z
include the first nw components and the next nz components of T , respectively.
According to the above partitioning ofV , let Ast be a path coefficient matrix
of T on S whose (i, j) component is the path coefficient of Tj on Si (Si ∈ S,Tj ∈ T ).
Then, Equation (2) can be rewritten as:

 SX
T

 =

 µs·pa(s)µx·pa(x)
µ t·pa(t)

+

 Ass Asx AstAxs Axx Axt
0nt ,ns 0nt ,nx Att



 SX
T

+

 εsεx
ε t

 , (4)
where εs, εx, and ε t are random disturbance vectors corresponding to S, X , and T ,
respectively. In addition, µs·pa(s), µx·pa(x), and µ t·pa(t) are constant vectors corre-
sponding to S, X , and T , respectively. Similar notation is used for other vectors.
Then, letting
Avv =

 Ass Asx AstAxs Axx Axt
0nt ,ns 0nt ,nx Att

 ,Axs,xs =
(
Ass Asx
Axs Axx
)
,
the characteristic equation of Avv is given by
det(λ Inv,nv−Avv) = det

 λ Ins,ns−Ass −Asx −Ast−Axs λ Inx,nx−Axx −Axt
0nt ,ns 0nt ,nx λ Int ,nt −Att


= det
(
λ Ins,ns−Ass −Asx
−Axs λ Inx,nx−Axx
)
det(λ Int ,nt −Att)
= det(λ Int ,nt −Att)det(λ Ins+nx,ns+nx −Axs,xs) = 0
from the basic formula for the determinant of the block matrices. Thus, both Att and
Axs,xs must be convergent matrices for Equation (4) to satisfy the stability condition.
4.2 Step 1: Abduction
Before continuing this discussion, we need to define some notation. For variables X
and Y and sets of variables S,W , and Z, let µy = E(Y ), µw = E(W ), σxx =var(X),
σxy =cov(X ,Y ), Σww =var(W ), and Σsw =cov(S,W ). Similar notation is used for
other matrices and parameters. First, we update both the mean vector and covari-
ance matrix of the random disturbances through H ∈ Rh. Generally, given linear
SEMs, and because we have
E(V |H ∈ Rh) = µv·pa(v)+AE(V |H ∈ Rh)+E(εv|H ∈ Rh),
from Equation (2), we have
µεv.rh = E(εv|H ∈ Rh) =−µv·pa(v)+(Inv,nv−A)E(V |H ∈ Rh)
= −(Inv,nv−A)µv+(Inv,nv−A)µv.rh = (Inv,nv−A)(µv.rh−µv), (5)
noting that µv = µv·pa(v)+Aµv from Equation (2), where µv.rh = E(V |H ∈ Rh). In
addition, since we have
var(V |H ∈ Rh) = Avar(V |H ∈ Rh)A
′
+Acov(V ,εv|H ∈ Rh)+ cov(εv,V |H ∈ Rh)A
′+var(εv|H ∈ Rh) (6)
and
var(V |H ∈ Rh) = var(V |H ∈ Rh)A
′+ cov(V ,εv|H ∈ Rh), (7)
by substituting Equation (3) for Equation (6), we have
var(εv|H ∈ Rh) = (I−A)var(V |H ∈ Rh)(I−A)
′ = (I−A)Σvv.rh(I−A)
′,
where Σvv.rh = var(V |H ∈ Rh).
4.3 Step 2: Action
Next, to formulate the modified SEM through Equation (4) with the updated dis-
tribution of random disturbances from Step 1, we let Cxs = (a;0nx,nu) and Cxt =
(b;0nx,nz). When carrying out the control plan, the modified linear SEM can be
represented by
 SX
T

=

 µs·pa(s)x
µ t·pa(t)

+

 Ass Asx AstCxs 0nx,nx Cxt
0nt ,ns 0nt ,nx Att



 SX
T

+

 εs.rhε∗x
ε t.rh

 . (8)
Noting that µs·pa(s) = (Ins,ns −Ass)µs−Asxµx−Astµ t and µ t·pa(t) = (Int ,nt −Att)µ t
from Equation (4), we obtain
(Ins,ns−Ass)(S−µs) = Asx(X−µx)+Ast(T −µ t)+ εs.rh
= Asx(x+CxsS+CxtT + ε
∗
x−µx)+Ast(T −µ t)+ εs.rh
= Asx(x+CxsS−µx)+(Ast +AsxCxt)T −Astµ t +Asxε
∗
x + εs.rh
= Asx(x+CxsS−µx)+(Ast +AsxCxt)(Int ,nt −Att)
−1(µ t.pa(t)+ ε t.rh)−Astµ t
+Asxε
∗
x + εs.rh
= Asx(x+CxsS−µx)+(Ast +AsxCxt)(µt +(Int ,nt −Att)
−1ε t.rh)−Astµ t
+Asxε
∗
x + εs.rh
= Asx(x+CxsS−µx)+AsxCxtµ t +(Ast +AsxCxt)(Int ,nt −Att)
−1ε t.rh
+Asxε
∗
x + εs.rh,
that is,
(Ins,ns−Ass−AsxCxs)S= (Ins,ns−Ass)µs+Asx(x−µx)+AsxCxtµ t
+(Ast +AsxCxt)(Int ,nt −Att)
−1ε t.rh +Asxε
∗
x + ε s.rh.
Thus, letting τsx = (Ins,ns−Ass)
−1Asx, since we have
(Ins,ns− τsxCxs)S= τsx(x−µx)+µs+ τsxCxtµ t +(Ins,ns−Ass)
−1
×(Ast +AsxCxt)(Int ,nt −Att)
−1ε t.rh + τ sxε
∗
x +(Ins,ns−Ass)
−1εs.rh,
the modified SEM for S is given by
S = (Ins,ns− τ sxCxs)
−1
{
τsx(x−µx)+µs+ τsxCxtµ t +(Ins,ns−Ass)
−1
×(Ast +AsxCxt)(Int ,nt −Att)
−1ε t.rh + τsxε
∗
x + (Ins,ns−Ass)
−1εs.rh
}
. (9)
4.4 Step 3: Prediction
Finally, noting that
µεt .rh = (Int ,nt −Att)(µt.rh−µ t), µε∗x = 0nx,1,
µεs.rh = (Ins,ns−Ass)(µs.rh−µ s)−Asx(µx.rh−µx)−Ast(µ t.rh−µ t)
from Equation (5), we have
E(S|do(X = h(F,W ,ε∗x)),H ∈ Rh) = (Ins,ns− τsxCxs)
−1{τsx(x−µx)+µs
+τ sxCxtµ t +(Ins,ns−Ass)
−1(Ast +AsxCxt)(Int ,nt −Att)
−1µεt .rh
+(Ins,ns−Ass)
−1µεs.rh
}
= (Ins,ns− τsxCxs)
−1{τsx(x−µx)+µs+ τsxCxtµ t
+(Ins,ns−Ass)
−1(Ast +AsxCxt)(Int ,nt −Att)
−1(Int ,nt −Att)(µt.rh−µ t)
+(Ins,ns−Ass)
−1((Ins,ns−Ass)(µs.rh−µ s)−Asx(µx.rh−µx)−Ast(µ t.rh−µ t))
}
= (Ins,ns− τsxCxs)
−1
{
τsxx+(Ins,ns ,−τsx,τsxCxt)µv.rh
}
(10)
and
var(S|do(X = h(F,W ,ε∗x)),H ∈ Rh)
= (Ins,ns− τsxCxs)
−1τsxΣε∗x ,ε∗x τ
′
sx(Ins,ns− τsxCxs)
′−1
+(Ins,ns− τsxCxs)
−1((Ins,ns−Ass)
−1,(Ins,ns−Ass)
−1(Ast +AsxCxt)(Int ,nt −Att)
−1)
×var
(
ε s.rh
ε t.rh
)(
(Ins,ns−A
′
ss)
−1
(Int ,nt −A
′
tt)
−1(A′st +C
′
xtA
′
sx)(Ins,ns−A
′
ss)
−1
)
×(Ins,ns− τsxCxs)
′−1
= (Ins,ns− τsxCxs)
−1τsxΣε∗x ,ε∗x τ
′
sx(Ins,ns− τsxCxs)
′−1
+(Ins,ns− τsxCxs)
−1((Ins,ns−Ass)
−1,(Ins,ns−Ass)
−1(Ast +AsxCxt)(Int ,nt −Att)
−1)
×
(
Ins,ns−Ass −Asx −Ast
0nt ,ns 0nt ,nx Int ,nt −Att
)
Σvv.rh

 Ins,ns−A
′
ss 0nt ,ns
−A′sx 0nt ,nx
−A′st Int ,nt −A
′
tt


×
(
(Ins,ns−A
′
ss)
−1
(Int ,nt −A
′
tt)
−1(A′st +C
′
xtA
′
sx)(Ins,ns−A
′
ss)
−1
)
(Ins,ns− τsxCxs)
′−1
= (Ins,ns− τsxCxs)
−1τsxΣε∗x ,ε∗x τ
′
sx(Ins,ns− τsxCxs)
′−1
+(Ins,ns− τsxCxs)
−1(Ins,ns ,−τsx,τsxCxt)Σvv.rh(Ins,ns ,−τsx,τsxCxt)
′
×(Ins,ns− τsxCxs)
′−1 (11)
from Equation (9).
If both Cxs and Cxt are zero vectors and Rh is given as a specific vector,
i.e., H = h, these formulations provide an explicit expression of the counterfactual
quantities that Balke and Pearl (1994a, 1995) called “the mean vector and covari-
ance matrix of variables in the counterfactual world under the plan do(X = x)”.
It should be noted that the discussion by Balke and Pearl (1994a, 1995) is based
on point type knowledge in the real world, whereas our results are applicable to
both point and disjunctive knowledge in the real world. Thus, our results extend
Balke and Pearl’s counterfactual analysis in a framework of linear SEMs. Unlike
Balke and Pearl (1995), neither the mean vector nor covariance matrix of random
disturbances appears in our formulations, with the exception of Σε∗x ,ε∗x , which is as-
sumed to be a zero matrix by Balke and Pearl (1995) and Chan and Pearl (2015).
In addition, because Balke and Pearl (1994) did not provide explicit expressions of
these counterfactual quantities, it was necessary for practitioners to understand and
perform the three steps to estimate the counterfactual quantities, which was not a
trivial task. Our results address these difficulties, thereby reducing the computa-
tional effort expended by practitioners. Furthermore, it should be noted that Pearl
(2009, pp. 389-391) also provided the mean of the response variable in the coun-
terfactual world under the plan do(X = x), which is valid for non-Gaussian random
disturbances, including feedback loops. Our results, which are also valid for non-
Gaussian random disturbances including feedback loops, can also be considered as
an extension of Pearl’s work (2009, pp. 389-391), that is, from an unconditional
plan of a univariate treatment to a conditional plan of a set of treatments. Addition-
ally, unlike Pearl’s work (2009, pp. 389-391), which focuses on the mean vector of
variables in the counterfactual world, we provide an explicit expression not only of
the mean vector of variables but also of the covariance matrix of variables in the
counterfactual world.
5 Disjunctive Plan, Stochastic Plan, and Compound
Treatments
Assuming that the cause-effect relationships between variables are represented by
a recursive structural causal model and, for the sake of simplicity, the atomic plan
do(X = x+ε∗x ) is the focus of interest, we state the relationship between our control
plan and the disjunctive plan discussed by Pearl (2017).
First, note that our discussion is based on stochastic plans (Pearl, 2009,
pp. 113-114) or the manipulation theorem (Spirtes et al., 2000, pp. 47-53), i.e.,
pr(y|do(X = x+ ε∗x )) = ∑
ε∗x
pr(y|do(X = x+ ε∗x ),ε
∗
x )pr
∗(ε∗x ),
where ε∗x determines the value of X together with x. Thus, noting that ε
∗
x in pr(y|do(X =
x+ ε∗x ),ε
∗
x ) can be considered as a constant value, if pr(y|do(X = x),ε
∗
x ) is identi-
fiable and pr(ε∗x ) is given, pr(y|do(X = x+ ε
∗
x )) is also identifiable. Here, since
ε∗x is an exogenous variable which has an effect on X only and is not affected by
other variables, from do calculus, Rule 1 (insertion/deletion of observation) (Pearl,
2009), the identification problem of pr(y|do(X = x+ ε∗x ),ε
∗
x ) is reduced to that of
pr(y|do(X = x)).
Second, letting pa(X) be a set of the parents of X and nd(X) a set of non-
descendants of X , note that the information of nd(X) on X can be summarized to
that of pa(X) on X , i.e., pr(x|nd(X)) = pr(x|pa(X)) for any X = x. In addition, the
worlds that are closest to the information of nd(X) on X have the same information
of nd(X) on X . Thus, regarding the disjunctive plan which is interpreted as the
control plan that allows subjects to choose the value x of X from x ∈ Rx, denoted as
(X ∈ Rx), the causal effect of (X ∈ Rx) on Y , pr(y\\(X ∈ Rx)), is given by
pr(y\\(X ∈ Rx))
= ∑
x∈Rx,v\{x,y}
pr(x,y,v\{x,y})
∑
x∈Rx
pr(x|pa(x))
= ∑
pa(x)
pr(y|x ∈ Rx,pa(x))pr(pa(x))
= ∑
x∈Rx,pa(x)
pr(y|x,pa(x))

 pr(x|pa(x))
∑
x∈Rx
pr(x|pa(x))

pr(pa(x))
= ∑
x∈Rx,pa(x)
pr(y|x,pa(x))pr(x|pa(x)),x ∈ Rx)pr(pa(x))
where
pr(y|x∈Rx,pa(x))= ∑
x∈Rx
pr(x,y,pa(x))
∑
x∈Rx
pr(x ∈ Rx,pa(x))
, pr(x|pa(x),x∈Rx)=
pr(x|pa(x))
∑
x∈Rx
pr(x|pa(x))
.
In Pearl (2017), intuitively, this formula is also interpreted from the viewpoint of a
stochastic plan with the stochastic policy that a subject observes the value of pa(x)
then chooses the action do(x) from Rx based on the probability pr(x|pa(x),x ∈ Rx)
(Pearl, 2017).
The main difference between the two control plans is that, in the former
case, the assigned probability pr∗(ε∗x ) is given based mainly on external knowledge
(e.g., expert knowledge, pilot studies, or the controllability of X in the actual sit-
uation), whereas pr(x|pa(x),x ∈ Rx) is generally evaluated within a main study in
the latter case. In addition, the stochastic plan do(X = x+ ε∗x ) is the mathematical
operation which removes the equation that nominally assigns values to variable X ,
and replaces it with a new equation, X = x+ ε∗x together with pr(ε
∗
x ). Thus, noting
that each equation in structural causal models represents a mathematical function
that each input has a “single” output (e.g., X is assigned to a “single” value if both
values of x and ε∗x are given), such a plan can be discussed in the context of struc-
tural causal models. In contrast, by the definition, such an equation does not allow
for the ambiguity that X can be taken a unspecified value in Rx; the disjunctive plan
(X ∈ Rx) is not automatically formulated in the context of structural causal mod-
els, and thus “closest worlds” semantics is used, together with the following two
provisions:
Provision 1: worlds with equal histories should be considered equally
similar to any given world.
Provision 2: equally-similar worlds should receive mass in proportion
to their prior probabilities.
For the details on the disjunctive plan, refer to Pearl (2017). Furthermore, in the
case of the disjunctive plan, because the constraint X ∈ Rx is imposed on the treat-
ment X itself, it may not clarify which of the direct causes, error terms, or both
causes such a constraint, possibly making it difficult to handle mathematical oper-
ations. This difficulty leads to that, for example, X d-separates Y from pa(X) but
pr(y|x ∈ Rx,pa(x)) = pr(y|x ∈ Rx) may not hold in general.
As a similar problem to ours, we would also like to state the relationship
between our control plan and “compound treatments” or “multiple versions of treat-
ment” (Hernan and VanderWeele, 2011; Petersen, 2011; VanderWeele and Hernan,
2013). LettingDx∗ = {x+ε
∗
x |ε
∗
x ∈Dε∗x } be a set of versions for treatment X = x and
X∗ be a variable taking its value from Dx∗ , the causal effect of treatment X = x and
version x∗ ∈Dx∗ is given by pr(y|do(X = x),do(X
∗= x∗)), which is often discussed
in the context of the causal effect of joint interventions. However, in contrast to
VanderWeele and Hernan’s statement “once the version is known the treatment is
also known” (VanderWeele and Hernan, 2013), our control plan allows us to over-
lap between the versions for any distinct treatments x and x′ (i.e., Dx
∗
∩Dx
′∗
6= φ for
x,x′ ∈ Dx); therefore, the treatment may be given regardless of the version. On the
contrary, if the data generating process from X to X∗ is given and overlap between
the versions for distinct treatments is allowed, based on the idea of transportability
introduced by Hernan and VanderWeele (2011), some of our problems may be cov-
ered in their framework. For the details on the transportability, refer to Bareinboim
and Pearl (2012) and Pearl and Bareinboim (2011,2014).
6 Mean and Variance of the Response Variable in the
Counterfactual World
From Equations (10) and (11), the following theorem is obtained:
Theorem 1 In a stable linear SEM, var(Y |do(X = h(Y,W ,ε∗x)),H ∈ Rh) is mini-
mized if b satisfies
τyx(Inx,nx−aτ f x)
−1a(τ f x(b−Bxw.rh)+B f w.rh)+ τyx(b−Bxw.rh)+Byw.rh = 01,nw ,
(12)
for a such that the maximum value of the absolute value of all eigenvalues of matrix
τ f xa is less than one. Here, τyx is given by the row corresponding to Y in τsx =
(Ins,ns −Ass)
−1Asx, and τ f x is given by the first n f rows of τsx. In addition, Bsx.rh =
Σsx.rhΣ
−1
xx.rh
, Bsw.rh = Σsw.rhΣ
−1
ww.rh
, and Bxw.rh =Σxw.rhΣ
−1
ww.rh
. Let b∗ be the b satisfying
Equation (12) with the corresponding control plan do(X = g(F,W ,ε∗x)); then, we
have
E(Y |do(X = g(F,W ,ε∗x)),H ∈ Rh) = µy.rh + τyx(x−µx.rh +b
∗µw.rh)
+τyx(Inx,nx−aτ f x)
−1a(µ f .rh + τ f x(x−µx.rh +b
∗µw.rh))
and
var(Y |do(X = g(F,W ,ε∗x)),H ∈ Rh) = σ
∗
yy−Σ
∗
y fΣ
∗−1
f f Σ
∗
f y
+
{
τyx(Inx,nx −aτ f x)
−1a+Σ∗y fΣ
∗−1
f f
}
Σ∗f f
{
τyx(Inx,nx −aτ f x)
−1a+Σ∗y fΣ
∗−1
f f
}′
,
where
Σ∗ss =
(
Σ∗f f Σ
∗
f u
Σ∗u f Σ
∗
uu
)
= Σss.rh + τsxΣε∗x ε∗x τ
′
sx−Bsx.rhΣxx.rhB
′
sx.rh
+(τsx−Bsx.rh)Σxx.rh(τsx−Bsx.rh)
′
−(Bsw.rh− τ sxBxw.rh)Σww(Bsw.rh− τ sxBxw.rh)
′
and σ∗yy is an element of Σ
∗
ss corresponding to Y .
The proof is given in Appendix 1. Here, do(X = g(F,W ,ε∗x)) in Theorem
1 is called an optimal plan of X for a given a, because we can both adjust the
value of the response variable to the target value and minimize its variance under
the condition that F ∪W is used for control. Additionally, to configure an optimal
plan of X for a given a, b can be determined by solving Equation (12) for a given
a. However, the choice of a is dependent on both the stability condition and the
desired variance of the response variable.
From Theorem 1, if we wish to configure a control plan that has the effect
of bringing Y close to target value y0, the mean of Y may be set to this value by
selecting x satisfying
µy.rh + τyx(x−µx.rh +b
∗µw.rh)
+τyx(Inx,nx−aτ f x)
−1a(µ f .rh + τ f x(x−µx.rh +b
∗µw.rh)) = y0
under the assumptions in Theorem 1.
In addition, Kuroki (2012) showed the mean vector and covariance matrix
of S when carrying out control plan (3) without prior knowledge (i.e., Rh is empty).
The results are obtained by replacing µv.rh by µv in Equation (10), and Σvv.rh by
Σvv in Equation (11). In addition, if we can estimate the total effects τyx and τ f x,
calculation of the mean vector and covariance matrix when carrying out the control
plan of X given H ∈ Rh, can be achieved through the conditional mean vector and
conditional covariance matrix of the variables given H ∈ Rh together with τyx, τ f x,
and the original path diagram. This observation can help SEM researchers and
practitioners reduce the computational effort of evaluating counterfactual quantities,
and generalizes the results of Kuroki (2012) and Kuroki and Miyakawa (2003).
Furthermore, it can be seen from Theorem 1 that it is sufficient to calculate
the covariance matrix of F∪W∪X∪{Y}, and the total effects τyx and τ f x to evaluate
counterfactual quantities, whereas certain elements of U ∪Z may be used to esti-
mate τyx and τ f x; it is note necessary to concerned with the evaluation of all the path
coefficients. Thus, when assuming a recursive SEM as the data generating process,
the nonparametric identification conditions for total effects presented by Kuroki and
Miyakawa (1999), Pearl (2009), Tian (2008), Tian and Pearl (2002), and Tian and
Shpitser (2010) as well as the (linear) parametric identification conditions proposed
by Bollen (1989), Brito (2003), Brito and Pearl (2002abc), Cai and Kuroki (2008),
Drton et al. (2011), Foygel et al. (2012), Kuroki and Pearl (2014), Pearl (2009),
and Tian (2004, 2005, 2007ab) can be used to evaluate the total effect. Here, “a
total effect is identifiable” means that the total effect can be determined uniquely
from statistical parameters of observed variables, such as observed covariances or
joint distributions.
The following theorem is obtained directly from Theorem 1.
Theorem 2
cov(Y,W |do(X = g(F,W ,ε∗x)),H ∈ Rh) = 01,nw.
The proof is given in Appendix 2. From Theorem 2, the optimal plan based
on Theorem 1 can be interpreted as a control plan that removes the correlation
betweenW and Y .
7 Conclusion
Counterfactual reasoning is an important issue in many practical sciences, although
the theory is less developed in a linear SEM framework. If cause–effect relation-
ships between variables are represented by a linear (possibly non-recursive) SEM,
to solve the problem of clarifying how the mean vector and covariance matrix would
change if various treatments were controlled by the values of covariates, interme-
diate variables, and/or a response variable (counterfactually), and given that prior
knowledge is available in the form of disjunctive knowledge of some variables (ac-
tually), based on the imperfect control plan, we extended the counterfactual frame-
work provided by Balke and Pearl (1995) from an unconditional plan to a condi-
tional one, and from point type knowledge to disjunctive knowledge. In addition,
we clarified various properties of these formulas. Furtheremore, we discussed the
relationships between the imperfect control plan and the disjunctive plan discussed
by Pearl (2017). The results of this study can help SEM researchers and practition-
ers not only reduce the computational effort of evaluating counterfactual quantities,
but also understand the causal mechanisms of how the distributional characteristics
would change if certain treatments were controlled in a given subpopulation. The
discussion in this paper should also promote the application and development of
counterfactual reasoning theory.
Appendix
Appendix 1: Proof of Theorem 1
First, from Equation (10) and noting that Cxs = (a;0nx,nu) and Cxt = (b;0nx,nz), a
must satisfy the condition that the maximum values of the absolute values of all
eigenvalues of matrix τsx(a;0nx,nu) are less than one to obtain a stable structural
equation model. We can obtain
(Ins,ns− τsxCxs)
−1 = Ins,ns + τsx(Inx,nx−aτ f x)
−1Cxs =
(
D1 0n f , fu
D2 Inu
)
,
where
D1 = In f ,n f + τ f x(Inx,nx−aτ f x)
−1a, D2 = τux(Inx,nx−aτ f x)
−1a.
In addition, τ f x and τux are the first n f rows and the next nu rows of τsx, respectively.
Thus, we can derive
E(F|do(X = h(F,W ,ε∗x)),H ∈ Rh) = D1(µ f .rh + τ f x(x−µx.rh +bµw.rh))
E(U |do(X = h(F,W ,ε∗x)),H ∈ Rh)
= D2(µ f .rh + τ f x(x−µx.rh +bµw.rh))+µu.rh + τux(x−µx.rh +bµw.rh).
Even if Y is included in F orU , the mean of Y is given by
E(Y |do(X = h(F,W ,ε∗x)),H ∈ Rh) = τyx(x−µx.rh +bµw.rh)+µy.rh
+τyx(Inx,nx−aτ f x)
−1a(µ f .rh + τ f x(x−µx.rh +bµw.rh)).
Next, from Equation (11), we obtain
(Ins,ns− τsxCxs)var(S|do(X = h(F,W ,ε
∗
x)),H ∈ Rh)(Ins,ns− τsxCxs)
′
= Σss.rh−Bsx.rhΣxx.rhBsx.rh +(τsx−Bsx.rh)Σxx.rh(τsx−Bsx.rh)
′+ τsxΣε∗x ε∗x τ
′
sx
+(τsxb+Bsw.rh− τsxBxw.rh)Σww.rh(τsxb+Bsw.rh− τsxBxw.rh)
′
−(Bsw.rh − τsxBxw.rh)Σww.rh(Bsw.rh− τsxBxw.rh)
′.
Here, letting
Σ∗ss = Σss.rh + τsxΣε∗x ε∗x τ
′
sx−Bsx.rhΣxx.rhBsx.rh +(τsx−Bsx.rh)Σxx.rh(τsx−Bsx.rh)
′
−(Bsw.rh− τ sxBxw.rh)Σww.rh(Bsw.rh− τsxBxw.rh)
′,
we have
var(F|do(X = h(F,W ,ε∗x)),H ∈ Rh)
= D1
{
Σ∗f f +(τ f xb+B f w.rh− τ f xBxw.rh)Σww.rh(τ f xb+B f w.rh− τ f xBxw.rh)
′
}
D′1,
var(U |do(X = h(F,W ,ε∗x)),H ∈ Rh)
= D2
{
Σ∗f f +(τ f xb+B f w.rh− τsxBxw.rh)Σww.rh(τ f xb+B f w.rh− τ f xBxw.rh)
′
}
D′2
+Σ∗uu+(τuxb+Buw.rh − τsxBxw.rh)Σww.rh(τuxb+Buw.rh − τuxBxw.rh)
′
+
{
Σ∗u f +(τuxb+Buw.rh − τuxBxw.rh)Σww.rh(τ f xb+B f w.rh− τ f xBxw.rh)
′
}
D2
+D2
{
Σ∗f u+(τ f xb+B f w.rh− τ f xBxw.rh)Σww.rh(τuxb+Buw.rh− τuxBxw.rh)
′
}
= Σ∗uu−Σ
∗
u f Σ
∗−1
f f Σ
∗
f u+(D2+Σ
∗
u f Σ
∗−1
f f )Σ
∗
f f (D2+Σ
∗
u fΣ
∗−1
f f )
′
+
{
D2(τ f xb+B f w.rh − τ f xBxw.rh)+ τuxb+Buw.rh − τuxBxw.rh
}
Σww.rh
×
{
D2(τ f xb+B f w.rh − τ f xBxw.rh)+ τuxb+Buw.rh − τuxBxw.rh)
}
.
Here, we assume that Y is the first component of F . Then, regarding var(F|do(X =
h(F,W ,ε∗x)),H ∈Rh), by noting that the first row ofD1 is provided by (1,0, · · · ,0)+
τyx(Inx,nx−aτ f x)
−1a, to minimize the variance of Y for a given a such that the max-
imum values of the absolute values of all eigenvalues of matrix τsx(a;0nx,nu) are
less than one, we solve the following equation regarding b:
τyx(Inx,nx−aτ f x)
−1a(τ f x(b−Bxw.rh)+B f w.rh)+ τyx(b−Bxw.rh)+Byw.rh = 01,nw .
(13)
Thus, letting b∗ be the b satisfying Equation (13), we can obtain
var(Y |do(X = g(F,W ,ε∗x)),H ∈ Rh) = σ
∗
yy−Σ
∗
y fΣ
∗−1
f f Σ
∗
f y
+
{
τyx(Inx,nx −aτ f x)
−1a+Σ∗y fΣ
∗−1
f f
}
Σ∗f f
{
τyx(Inx,nx −aτ f x)
−1a+Σ∗y fΣ
∗−1
f f
}′
.
Next, we assume thatY is the first component ofU . Then, regarding var(U |do(X =
h(F,W ,ε∗x)),H ∈ Rh), by noting that the first row of D2 is provided by τyx(Inx,nx −
aτ f x)
−1a, to minimize the variance ofY for a given a such that the maximum values
of the absolute values of all eigenvalues of matrix τsx(a;0nx,nu) are less than one, we
can solve Equation (13) regarding b, because the first row of D2(τ f xb
′+B f w.rh −
τ f xBxw.rh)+ τuxb
′+Buw.rh − τuxBxw.rh is equal to Equation (13).
Appendix 2: Proof of Theorem 2
We have
(Ins,ns−Ass−AsxCxs)cov(S,W |do(X = g(F,W ,ε
∗
x)),H ∈ Rh)
= Asxcov(ε
∗
x,W |do(X = g(F,W ,ε
∗
x)),H ∈ Rh)
+(Ast +AsxCxt)cov(T ,W |do(X = g(F,W ,ε
∗
x)),H ∈ Rh)
+cov(εs,W |do(X = g(F,W ,ε
∗
x)),H ∈ Rh)
= (Ast +AsxCxt)cov(T ,W |do(X = g(F,W ,ε
∗
x)),H ∈ Rh)
+cov(εs,W |do(X = g(F,W ,ε
∗
x)),H ∈ Rh)
= (Ast +AsxCxt)Σtw.rh +(Ins,ns−Ass)Σsw.rh−AsxΣxw.rh−AstΣtw.rh
= AsxCxtΣtw.rh +(Ins,ns−Ass)Σsw.rh−AsxΣxw.rh .
Thus,
cov(S,W |do(X = g(F,W ,ε∗x)),H ∈ Rh)
= (Ins,ns− τ sxCxs)
−1(τsxbΣww.rh +Σsw.rh − τsxΣxw.rh)
= (Ins,ns− τ sxCxs)
−1(τsxb+Bsw.rh− τ sxBxw.rh)Σww.rh.
Even if Y is included in F orU , we have
cov(Y,W |do(X = g(F,W ,ε∗x)),H ∈ Rh)
= (τyx(Inx,nx−aτ f x)
−1a(τ f x(b
∗−Bxw.rh)+B f w.rh)+ τyx(b
∗−Bxw.rh)+Byw.rh)Σww.rh
= 01,nw .
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